
















Climate change is the biggest challenge

you and the places you love will face

in the 21st Century.
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That’s me!









Climate change is a story about the 

looming reality of losing the places and 

histories that make us who we are.





We cannot afford climate silence

from anyone who has the power

to make a difference in their hometown. 







@Queen Quet



@Lowlander Center



@Nerelle Que







Policy Forum Homework 
1. Identify how climate change intersects with your work.

2. Commit to find context-wise solutions to save places.

3. Reach out and ask for help on the Rising Tides platform. 

4. Become a Rising Tides volunteer to help others.

5. Bring the climate heritage message to your colleagues.





To be courageous and believe that 

we can make a difference to advert a 

climate catastrophe, we must believe

that each of us has the agency to 

overcome our fears of climate fatalism.



It’s time to reach further. 



Thank you!
@Vsherrmann

Victoria.herrmann@thearcticinstitute.org

mailto:Victoria.herrmann@thearcticinstitute.org
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